Narrator voice

For drivers, pedestrians, and bicyclists, intersections can be...

[Sound of tires screeching, horn blaring- crunching metal sound as cars collide]

Narrator voice

...disastrous!

A safer, easier-to-drive intersection is out there. It’s called a Restricted Crossing U-Turn, or RCUT, and cuts serious crashes in half.

Narrator voice

At an RCUT, always turn right first.

Woman’s voice

To go left!? 

Narrator voice

Turn right first.

Woman’s voice

Or straight!? 

Narrator voice

Turn right first!

Then make a designed U-turn a short distance from the intersection and go on your way.

RCUTs are cutting serious and fatal crashes.

Are cutting travel time.

And are cutting delays.

Look for one in your area today!
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